Global Perspective on Human Resources

Aadmi Consulting principals founded the firm upon the belief their collective portfolios in domestic and international human resource expertise can bring valuable knowledge and creative thought to the non-profit sector.

At Aadmi, HR consulting is approached with an innovative philosophy and vision. Organizational analysis is only one aspect of our consultancy as we partner with clients through the full analytic life cycle of the project: from strategy to conceptual design to research-based implementation inclusive of a multidisciplinary set of initiatives.

Our consultants engage with organizations at every stage of development — small-scale, start-up non-profits to established institutions seeking to adapt to an increasingly complex global landscape.

Through our extensive global network, a vast footprint of countries on which our principals have worked, and a depth of research expertise, Aadmi consultants develop strategic, creative solutions to the broad array of challenges distinct to non-governmental organizations and institutions.

Aadmi Consulting recognizes the value-based domestic and global challenges of the non-profit sector, thus we define our scale to cost-effectively align with the sector’s financial model. With broad expertise in international best practices, labor, and compliance laws, performance management, HR audits, compensation, organizational succession planning, capacity building, benefits assessment, and talent acquisition, Aadmi Consulting is defining a new perspective in outsourced human resource solutions.